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With the continuous development of economy, the real estate industry become a 
pillar industry of national economy system, as many as dozens of its associated 
industries. In recent years, rapid advances our country's real estate industry can be 
said to be all the way to the market every year, sales area and the amount of sales 
prices are multiplied; But the real estate industry also usher in a more difficult phase, 
issued by the relevant state laws and regulations to adjust and control the real estate 
industry, the scale management of real estate enterprises and the development 
strategy for the second and third tier cities makes large development enterprise or 
more of the local government's policy support, financial support and support, the 
price of the land resources and the process of development and management and 
management of the modeled to save a lot of cost, speed up its production cycle. Due 
to the value of the brand in the market competition in a leading position, open 
enterprise to small and medium-sized room from generation to the great pressure of 
competition. Real estate finance, and marketing, further more, the project investment 
of small and medium-sized developers room can no longer make decisions by 
experience alone, but after validation of the science and research, carries on the 
scientific and reasonable decision, they can better avoid risk.  
The basic purpose of real estate investment is in an uncertain environment, 
correctly choosing the investment direction and investment projects, in order to 
realize the enterprise resources optimal allocation and enterprise value maximization. 
At present, the methods of real estate investment decision-making theory, mainly to 
the static payback period method, the average accounting rate of return method, 
standard deviation and average rate of return method, value decision method, 
variation coefficient method, the discounted cash flow method, the real option 
method, etc., this strategy is highlighted by the discounted cash flow method, the 
calculation of net present value (NPV), it contains return rate (IRR) two dynamic 
index, the comprehensive evaluation of single project, the feasibility of development, 
so to speak, this is an application research papers, pay more attention to the 
application of theory in the actual project. 
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式中： NPV ——项目的净现值         CI t——第 t 年的净现金流入 
     tCO ——第 t 年的净现金流出     i——基准收益率 
     ti −+ )1( ——第 t 年的现值系数，可查复利系数表直接得出 








（2）现值指数（Profitability  Index,  PI） 
现值指数又称获利指数，是指投资项目在经营期内各期的净现金流量现值
总和与原始投资额现值总和之比⑽。其计算公式为： 








互斥投资应选择 PI 最大的投资项目⑾。 
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